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third of-the which is '-very important * Christian worker
for

is the development of (9. 10) I should say that/any person
the
has ability to express himself oneself.., how easy it is for being able to

think, understand and still not be able to get it acrossed to others.

No matter how much you work on this, you can always improve , you can

always increase your ability to take the idea that you have and to make

them clear to others. Some people say that all you have to do is that
how you

you follow certain rules and/apply the-r&-- these rules. Well, the rules are
an

(8.25) helpful toward attaining eeaa4-ends, and again it is the clarity

of expression, and presenting the truth in a way which will in the

minds and hearts of those that listen year-to your sermon, and remain and

it amazes me how little development many people make in their lives in their

ability to present their thought clearly and cogently, and ly.

I have been shocked time and again when I have gone into a small church, and where

-the ptoc-ga-e- the minister gave a wonderful sermon that presented
but

the word of God most excellently/in such a way that you could not hear him

unless you sit awfully close to him. Perhaps in such a monotonous manner

that the people had to force themselves to listen instead of being carried

A,c' t
along byt4s.- . To work on this ability to express oneslef is a

tremendously important part of our development of our talent to serve the Lord.

And then the fourth e- -ee that we u1. work on is the ability to get along
ly

with people. It is amazing how many seemingly wonderful/cors ecrated

Christians with a good knowledge of the Word .ufng-te4e-livc 44e-t-tme- find their

lives acconp lishing very little for the Lord, because of their poor attitude they make

toward other people instead of winning those people, they drive them away from them.
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